. HR-TEM images with sequentially enlarged magnifications showing a hexagonal Moiré pattern of a restacked BNNS superstructure with a large Moiré periodicity (5.54 nm) and the underlying h-BN lattice with a constant of 0.25 nm. Figure S2 . Identification of tilting axes of the double-tilt holder using an independent specimen (nickel oxide nanoparticle -decorated graphene). (a-f) are from an example of sequential tilting along θx axis in one (+) and then the opposite (-) directions. It was generally found that the image shift would generally follow a straight line with sequential tilting in the same direction (yellow color), but the immediate changing in tilting direction would result in a slight orientation shift [blue color; as shown in (d)]. The result was then extracted to (g), where the yellow line is the average direction of the image shift, suggesting that the θx axis (red) would be orthogonal to this direction. Another tilting sequence and the extrapolation of both θx and θy axes are shown in (h). The θx directions in (g) and (h) are of excellent match. 
